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Lords mobile hero leveling guide

There are four different types of characteristics that are important determining factors of various aspects of a hero. - The attribute type determines which basic attribute increases THE ATK. - The score determines the percentage of increase in Battle Abilities. - The level determines the values for Hero Skill bonuses and
the ability to equip trophies. - Rank unlocks Battle Skills and Trophies and Heroes affect the hero's stats. For monster hunting, hero stages, and the Colosseum, heroes with a higher and ranklevel tend to be more important than heroes on a higher note. The note also adds to your stats, so a higher score is better than a
lower note, but overall, the note is not a huge factor for anything but your Battle Ability%. The opposite is also true. If you are looking for Battle Skills, a hero with a higher score will be more effective than a hero at a higher level or rank. Rank increases command, which will ultimately give you more troops and a hero with
a higher level and/or rank will be more effective than a lower one, but the note is more important if you are looking for an atk increase or faster search time. Attribute type Each hero is classified as AGI, INT, or STR. This is a fixed feature and cannot be changed. AGI - Increases atk dexterity These heroes are your most
cunning types. They're sneaky, charming killers. Think of Demon Slayer with your disappearing act or Trickster with your stun ability. His hero skills are typically physical, but in a unique way. For example, Black Crow is just an archer, right? But she goes around and shoots, like, 20 arrows at the same time. (Side note: It
appears that IGG originally called them Heroes of Dexterity rather than Agility heroes or vice versa, but didn't update all the words.) INT - Increases MATK intelligence These heroes are your magical types. All healers and everyone who does bizarre and indeminscism things fall into this category. Pixie, the Fire Wizard
and the Snow Elf are heroes of intelligence - just to name a few. STR - Increases atk strength These heroes are your brute force types. They're going to end up with anything or anyone who gets in their way. The Giant, the Undead Lord, the Prestige Knight, and his daughter fall into this category. The Difference In
addition to knowing which attribute drives your ATK, knowing your type also gives you a clue about your other strengths and weaknesses. If you need someone to sneak in and stab someone or cast a healing spell, you won't send the giant. But if you need someone who can take a beating and plow through enemy lines
with arrows coming out of your chest, the giant is your guy! Think of it this way: if it were With a locked door, the AGI hero would take the lock, steal the key, or convince someone to open it. The INT would basically use Alohomora (which is a magical spell that opens doors to Muggles). Str would come in and knock down
the door or walk through the wall next door. Another thing to be in mind is that only AGI and INT are good for monster hunting; Heroes of the force are rarely part of the best hunting team. They have the muscle, but maybe not the brain. I'm kidding. The reason agi and INT heroes are generally better for hunting is
because these types affect more useful statistics. AGI (DEX) affects ATK, DEF, Physical Crit, and MDEF. INT affects MATK, MDEF, and Magic Crit. STR affects only HP &amp; DEF. And as we've all been taught, ATK/MATK is a more valuable statistic than HP and HP more valuable than DEF. There are a few



exceptions where a hero's basic stats str and hero skills are more simply more effective (such as Vengeful Centaur or Child of Light in higher-level monsters), but usually that's why you only find AGI and INT in the hunt hero rosters. Note What's with the colors? That's the note. Most people refer to hero notes by color. For
extra fun, it can be used as a noun (your Sea Singer is gold), an adjective (my blue Tracker is better in battle than my golden Trickster), or a verb (Golden Pink Knight as soon as possible). Because the rating is independent of Level and Rank, you can have a Legendary Hero who is a very low level or a fully maxed
Common Hero. As long as you have access to the medals, you can upgrade your hero. In the lower right corner of the hero's main screen, you'll see what your hero's grade currently is, how many medals you currently have, and how many you'll need to increase your grade. You earn medals by completing Elite Hero
stages, completing events or purchasing them. It costs 10 medals to hire a hero. All heroes start in common once they have been hired and can be updated once the appropriate amount of medals have been collected. To unlock each series, you need the number of medals presented on the note before it. So you need 10
to hire, 20 for Uncommon, 50 for Rare, 100 for Epic and 150 for Legendary. Keep in mind that this is not a cumulative count - you need to get back to zero after each update. So that's a lot of medals. It's a total of 330 medals for those of you playing at home. But the better the hero score, the better your battle skills. How
do you get medals? • F2P heroes award Elite Hero Stage level medals at an average of 3.54 for each sweep of 10. This means it will cost approximately 94 Bravehearts or 11,280 stamina to maximize a gold-rent F2P hero. • P2P heroes range from $110 in 22 spins to $2,075 purchased in gold at once to $11,000 for
Special Paid Heroes. There are 3 of those 11,000 heroes and only 3 medals are sold for $100. Packages for regular paid heroes are offered at $5/$20/$50/$100. Each time you purchase a package, the price and content go to the next level. It will restart restart Next time you walk into the mall. Big Guy is the exception, as
your packages go $1/$5/$20/$50/$100/$100 and it's gold. • Medals for Event Heroes can be earned by completing hell events and the 24-Hour Challenge event. Events that feature these medals are typically more difficult than the average event. Level Your hero's level is different from the player's level. Your heroes need
to earn their own special experience points. Hero levels, however, are linked to your player level because your hero level cannot exceed the player's level. So if you're stuck at player level 58 (yes, we've all been there), your heroes are stuck there too. How can I level my heroes? The first way that seems most obvious in
the game is to feed them. Food is purchased from sweeping Hero Stages (both Normal and Elite). But don't forget: • Complete hero stages • Fighting in the Colosseum, against a Darker one, or against an enemy • Monster Hunt I think the easiest way to level your heroes is to hunt monsters. Energy is easier to find than
endurance. The hero gains XP and you get a sac. Win/win. Just make sure you kill him so your guild gets loot as well. Don't be that guy who beats the monster up to 80% and leaves him sitting there until he restarts. It's not cool, bro. Rank There are 8 different ranks. 9 if you include the 8th place maximum. Increasing a
hero's position will unlock Battle Skills, Hero Skills, increase stats and increase the amount the hero can command. How can I rate my heroes? Collect trophies, fragments, and plants when completing or sweeping a Hero Stage. Sometimes you also have chests containing these Monster Hunt items. Different trophies
need different hero levels to equip them. Many of the tallest trophies need fragments or fused plants to create the trophy. Equip all 6 trophies to increase your hero's position. When a Trophy is equipped, it increases the hero's stats. Different trophies affect different attributes. Once a Trophy has been equipped, it cannot
be removed. © Tormund, also known as T's Darkest Rally Guide, Victory over a Darker One isn't just about how many troops you send to him. It's about which troops and why. Of course, you may be able to beat him just by throwing a ton of troops at him, but you'll end up with more wounded than necessary. Why hold
darker rallies? It's basically a free takeoff. Random, but you don't need to do much so besides holding the rally properly and healing some troops. Troops sent to a Darknest will never die unless you have no room in your infirmary. There are 5 degrees of essence, as well as equipment and And... Well, pretty much
everything. The note rises with the darkest levels. Level 1 nests give you common through level 5 nests giving you legendary. Theoretically, the higher the essence, the better the saque. I say theoretically because sometimes you cook an epic for 12 hours and still get get useless to you and other times you do a common
and get something you need HephBot Hephbot is a bot to help Lords Mobile in the free messaging application Line. This AMAZING tool is available as a friend line. Once you are his friend, just type help and he will give you the menu for options. Any word marked with • is a keyword. Typing a keyword as a chat message
will give you an answer. Sometimes a new menu, sometimes a photo, sometimes an explanation or link. There are MANY guides (some of which are here). And it's always online to answer your questions. They are in the process of adding new content all the time. If you happen to enter a keyword that doesn't get an
answer - sorry! He's on the to-do list. They are working as fast as possible to generate and add new content and appreciate their patience. To add HephBot as your friend, look for the line ID @mks7977e make sure to include the @ symbol - it is part of the ID. Once you are friends with him, you can use it for one in a
conversation or this Bot may be one (I am aware that these need updating. I'm in the process of testing. Thank you for your patience!) Edit Comments Share EXP is a metric of player progress in Lords Mobile. There are 60 levels of Player XP. A player's current level can be viewed in their Profile window. THE XP
PLAYER is required to earn Talent Points, equip higher-level gear, and increase Hero and Family levels. How to obtain the Player's ExP can be earned by completing various projects, activities and Quests, and using PLAYER EXP items. Monster Hunt Whenever players hunt a monster, they will be rewarded Player XP.
The higher the level of the monster, the more XP player they will earn. Hunting higher-level monsters requires more energy to hunt higher-level monsters does not equate to getting more XP. It seems to be proportional to the amount of energy expended. Forge equipment When equipment successfully forged, players will
be awarded the EXP Player for completing the equipment. The highest level score, not the level, determines the amount of Player ExP awarded. The more level level, the more exp you won. Completing Guild or Admin Quests Whenever players complete a Guild Search or Administrator Quest, the player will earn XP.
The higher the search level, the more you will give (Common, Uncommon, Rare, Epic, Legendary). The player XP awarded will increase as you level up. Engage enemy troops If players face an enemy Troops, they will receive the XP Player. Completing or sweeping hero levels Each time players complete a Hero Phase,
they will earn the Player's ExP. When players sweep of hero, they will see the amount of player XP out to the right. The higher hero stages give the PLAYER MORE EXP. Sweeping an elite hero stage gives twice the PLAYER XP as the same normal stage due to the 2x energy cost. EXP player. Player XP awarded will
increase as you level up. Completion of the main article: Turf Quests Player Level EXP Requirement Player level EXP required (previous level) 1 0 2 500 3 1,000 4 1,500 5 2,000 6 2,500 7 3,000 8 8 3.5 9 4,000 10 4,500 11 16,500 12 18,500 13 20,500 14 22,500 15 24,500 16 26.50 0 17 28,500 18 30,500 19 32,500 20
34,500 21 36,500 22 38,500 23 40.50 24 42.5 25 44,500 26 46,500 27 48,500 28 50,500 29 150,500 30 155,500 31 160,500 32 165,500 33 170,500 34 175,500 35 180,500 36 185,500 37 190,500 38 195,500 39 397,500 40 407,500 41 417,500 42 427,500 43 437,500 44 447,500 45 457,500 46 467,500 47 477,500 48
487,500 049 497.5 50 507,500 51 517,500 52 1,017,500 53 1,067,500 54 1,117,500 55 1,167,500 56 1,217.2 500 57 4.217,500 58 10,217,500 59 11,217,500 60 21,217,500 Total 60,760,500 Tips Player levels 1-50 are very easy and will have no time compared to the last 100 levels. Levels 50-55 take more Player XP
(around 1.2M) and take some time, but not an excessively plentiful amount. When the Level 56 XP Player is reached, the amount of experience required grows exponentially. Planning in advance can help players fight this and earn the Player's ExP faster. You receive a total of 5,737,967 Player Level power when you
reach player level 60. Gameplay items Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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